
Fun With Functions



 Functions are helpful because they give us the ability to 

organize pieces of reusable code, then refer to those 

pieces later in our programs by a single short name or 

command.

 A function is created with the def keyword. The statements 

in the block of the function must be indented.

 The def keyword is followed by the function name with 

round brackets enclosing the arguments and a colon. The 

indented statements form a body of the function. 

Functions

def function_name(args):
statements

# Defining the function
def print_greeting():

print ("Hello!")
print ("How are you 

today?")
# Calling the function
print_greeting()

Hello!
How are you today?



 When creating a function, we can define 

parameters for that function. Parameters 

allow us to send information to the 

function by passing values to it as 

arguments inside its parentheses.

 We want to write a function that draws a 

star symbol at specified location.

Parameters: Feeding a function

import turtle

def drawStar(p,x,y,color):
p.penup()
p.goto(x,y)
p.pendown()
p.color(color)
p.begin_fill()
for i in range(5):

p.forward(50)
p.right(144)

p.end_fill()

p = turtle.Pen()
p.speed(0)
p.hideturtle()
drawStar(p,-300,-100,'green')
drawStar(p,-300,100,'red')

turtle.done()

Hot TipHot Tip

penup() stops drawing and pendown()
starts drawing. speed(0) stops animated 
drawing. Finally, hideturtle() hides the 

turtle



 Random guess is the common requirement for most of 

the games.

 We can use random module for generating random 

numbers. The module has a few different functions for 

generating random numbers 

 randint() – generates a random number between two 

numbers. The format is

 choice() – takes a list as argument and returns a 

randomly selected element from the list.

 >>> import random
 >>> random.randint(1,10)
 10
 >>> random.randint(1,10)
 1
 >>> random.randint(1,10)
 6
 >>> random.randint(1,10)
 9
 >>> colors = ["red","yellow","blue","green","orange","pink","navy"]
 >>> random.choice(colors)
 'orange'
 >>> random.choice(colors)
 'yellow'
 >>> random.choice(colors)
 'navy'

Random numbers

randint(<low>,<heigh>)

choice(<list>)



 Generate a secret number

 Ask the use to guess a number between 1 and 10

 As long as the user input is not equal to the secret 

number, check whether the guess is too high or too 

low.

Number guess game

import random
the_number = random.randint(1, 10)

while True:
guess = int(input("Guess a number between 1 and 10: "))
if guess == the_number:

print(guess, "was the number! You win!")
break

elif guess > the_number:
print(guess, "was too high. Try again.")

elif guess < the_number:
print(guess, "was too low. Try again.")

Guess a number between 1 and 10: 5
5 was too high. Try again.
Guess a number between 1 and 10: 2
2 was too high. Try again.
Guess a number between 1 and 10: 1
1 was the number! You win!



 At this point you should 

− Understand 

 What is function
 How to define a function
 Passing parameters to function
 Code reusability

What You Learned



Lab Time


